MINI5280

Next Ride - Friday, July 16th - Evening

Also our meeting day, this is a short night ride after
the meeting at the Sonic. See “Next Meeting” section to the right for more details.

Upcoming Events
Saturday, July 17th - MOTR BBQ

Join Mini Of the Rockies for a summer BBQ!
Check http://www.minisrock.com for more details.

Saturday, July 24th - BMWCCA Autocross
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Next Meeting
Friday, July 16th, 7pm
Sonic Drive-In - see bottom of page!

The following August meeting location will be at our
new standard location, Webb Motorsports (owned by
our own Randy Webb) on Sante Fe near Highlands
Ranch. The address is 3911 Norwood Dr. Unit H,
Littleton, CO 80125. For website, visit: http://www.
webbmotorsports.com/

School

This monthʼs meeting will be mostly fun and food,
and new membership cards. Following is a short night
drive after - with a twist!

Sunday, July 25th - BMWCCA Autocross

This meeting we all met at Randyʼs new shop, freshly
prepared for our arrival and only just opened. Some
things (like the dyno) were not quite in yet; look for a
grand opening when all is in place.

Saturday, July 31st - Drive The Rockies

We had a good time chatting with each other, admiring
the shop and a number of MINI parts on display.

A day of learning driving skills. Although a BMW
class, a number of MINIs should be in attendance.
The class is now full, no new entries. Coors Lot B.

Drop by any time for a fun day of Autocrossing.
Held at the Coors Field lot E, 37th and Blake - starts
at 9am.

A cruise through Boulder, Estes, Granby, Steamboat,
Frisco, and Idaho Springs! Meet in Boulder at Euclid
and Broadway, parking structure next to CU memorial center.

..............For those planning ahead...........
Saturday, October 9 - Pre-Yalla-Yalla
Warm-up drive for Yalla Yalla.
Saturday, October 24 - Yalla-Yalla!
Yalla Yalla, a scavenger hunt on wheels. Fun
for all! Note: Dates in BOLD text are MINI5280

events, dates in plain text are hosted by other
organizations.

Important Note! Club Bylaws
coming soon for member review keep a lookout for them via email!

See Scott Simms member proﬁle - last page!

June Meeting Report

After a good bit of pizza the idea
came up to recreate the moment of
sweeping headlights at the recent
drive-in drive! So everyone started
the engines, and once the lights were
in place the hoods were raised and we lit the sky.
We had fun and look forward to returning here in August! Thanks to Rick Gonzales for the picture.
Some of the people making
MINI5280 possible:

Ofﬁcers

Directors

Jonathan Souza, President
Bridget Glass
Nick Ko, Treasurer
Randy Webb
Kendall Gelner, Secretary
Mark Fergensen
Cristopher Baur, Membership
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Drive report: Drive In To Drive-In Drive - Saturday, June 5th
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by Bridget Glass
Many thanks to all who came out for MINI Drive-In Night! The lively
group started out at the Sonic Drive-In on Broadway and enjoyed some
MINI banter along with burgers and shakes...and other tasty food served
via rollerskate! It was a great meeting of new and old members, with the
chance to check out all of the impressive MINIs (and MINI horns, what a
toot!)! The group of 10 cars then paraded to the Cinderella Drive-In Theater,
where 2 more MINIs thankfully caught up later. The MINIs were strategically positioned in a prime viewing spot. We received many nice looks and
compliments from less fortunate non-MINI drivers throughout the night.
We felt sorry for them, but only for a minute.
In order to kill some time while waiting for sunset, each MINI team participated in a Drive-In Scavenger Hunt. The task was to answer a few trivia
questions and search for various items such as cigarette butts (sorry about
that!), bottle caps, snow scrapers, and tire gauges. The team ﬁnding the
most items without cheating (too much) in the fastest time won! While everyone made a good showing and got creative (uh, does Fix-A-Flat REALLY gauge tire pressure?!? [ed - sure it does, after you use the can you know
the tire is full!]), the three top teams were Brad and Donna Brookhart in 1st
Place, The Simms Family in 2nd, and Brad Mott and Esther with a 3rd place
ﬁnish. Congrats to all!! Everyone was a winner even if they
didnʼt get bragging rights and the COOL prizes such as MINIatures or a fabulous key-chain ﬂashlight. The best darn ﬂashlight
ever...that you can get for a buck.
Each team ended up with some old-fashioned candy to remind
them of their childhood. Well, if they didnʼt experience any
warm fuzzies or fond memories, they certainly got warm fuzzies
from the sugar-high. To top it off, the mini5280 group provided
some additional entertainment to all the other movie-goers as
they frantically scurried about the crowded theater searching
for their items. Who knew MINI owners could run so fast and
come out so well prepared?! What a sight to be seen!
As darkness fell upon the packed theater everyone was ready for
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the show! Popping the bonnets, MINI headlights lit up the night sky to encourage and kick off the ﬁrst ﬁlm, Shrek 2. There were no cats in trees to rescue
(see Unauthorized Ownerʼs Manual) yet leave it to MINI owners to always be
creative. Thankfully no one got kicked out when two members (you know who
you are RYAN AND JOHN) began beaming animal shapes & shadows onto the
bigscreen! With Dots, Sugar Daddyʼs, and other consessions in hand the movie
began. Shrek 2 was enjoyed by all, with humor for all ages. With the help of
caffeine, sugar, and pistachios, a few MINI drivers toughed it out and stayed for
the next movie, “13 Going on 30.” Aside from braving the long bathroom lines
and interesting crowd at intermission, the wait was well worth it. The chickﬂick was entertaining and could even make a grown man cry. The last of the
MINIs rolled out of the Cinderella Drive-In around 1am, thankful for the chance
to be a part of history before it goes away. Ahhhh..another happy
moment, brought to you by MINI. Motor On.
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Drive report: Funkhana - Saturday, June 19th
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by Kendall Gelner
The day was not a promising one for the Funkhana - very grey, and very
cold (the dayʼs temperatures for the event never did climb much above 45
degrees!). Still the Funkhana had sounded very interesting, so I and my lovely assistant Dianne trundled up to the Colorado Marketplace to participate. All proceeds
from the event went to Santa Cops, so we wanted to make sure they had as many
people show as possible.
When we got there we found we had arrived a little earlier than we thought - so we registered,
then parked the car for the car show. We really were there for the Funkhana and had not really
shined the car up very well, but car show registration was included and the recent moisture at
least gave most other cars a similar tinge to our own.
This was not a MINI event at all - indeed ours was the only new MINI participating in the Funkhana! There were number of older sports cars there, from
Lotus to Triumphs to old Minis. A fair number were convertibles.
As they were setting up we got a chance to walk the course - which is a good time to talk about
what the Funkhana is and what the events are.
The Funkhana is a set of small games played by a driver, a car, and a passenger - where all
participants play equally important roles. There are four sections - The Roundabout, Parking At Wimbledon, and Fish and Chips. These are followed shortly by
the mysterious “Assault and Balloonery”, of which I will not say much in order
to maintain the air of mystery so important to the enjoyment of this event. All
events require reasonable speeds, you may not break traction or things of that sort
so itʼs all in good fun and anyone can join in regardless of vehicle. One of the
vehicles in the Roundabout was a truck with attached horse trailer! (sans horse,
of course).
The Roundabout is a circular setting of cones, in the middle of which is a pole
set in a tire with a rope coming from it - the idea is for the passenger to hold the
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rope and the driver to drive in a circle around the center. The team scores points for any section
between cones where the rope does not touch the ground, or a cone, or the car. This is a little
trickier said than done, and caution must be taken not to pull the passenger from his/her seat.
The total number of cone sections successfully traversed in 90 seconds is the score obtained.
Parking At Wimbledon is a very British event! First the
team must drive a short distance to a “parking spot”,
which contains a square in which the front tire must land.
Then the car must be shut off, which allows the team to
leave the car.
You collect a ball (or balls, each one costing the team
time) and a tennis racket. The passenger gets into the car
and the driver hands the passenger the racket, then the ball
- the ball has to balance on the racket face of the racket
at all times, and the handle of the racket must not go inside the car. The driver gets back in the
car, and drives around a short but twisty cone course until reaching the end and another “parking
space” - which also contains a small rectangle that the front tire must be ﬁrmly inside of. Once
the car is stopped, the driver gets out, takes the racket and ball from the passenger, and both team
members run over to a bench. Once the team has ﬁrmly planted
themselves on the bench, time is called and the total time taken
from start to bench is the teamʼs score.
Fish and Chips is a game where the passenger is given a “ﬁshing pole” - a ten foot long pole with a string at the end and a
hook on the string. The driver drives to a “pool” where fairly
large foam ﬁsh lay in wait. The passenger tries to hook one
of said ﬁsh with the pole, and once a ﬁsh is hooked the driver
drives back to the start and a “frying pan” that the ﬁsh has to be
dropped into. The ﬁsh and the pole are not allowed to enter the
car.
Once a ﬁsh is successfully caught and deposited, the passenger is again given a pole - this time
with a scoop (small snow shovel) at the end of it. The driver drives to a pile of “chips”, or
french fries for us Americans - again fairly large foam counterparts to the real thing. The passenger then scoops up as many chips as he/she is able, and again with the chips and pole outside the
car the driver makes haste back to the frying pan, and the chips are deposited there.
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Points are scored for each ﬁsh and chip collected, but there is a twist - at least three chips must
be collected for every ﬁsh caught in order for the ﬁsh to count for any points at all. Excess chips
do at least count for points, so once a ﬁsh and proper amount of chips are collected, it is up to the
team to try for more ﬁsh (in which case they must also have enough chips to make the ﬁsh count)
or try for more chips (which donʼt count as much as the ﬁsh). All of this is done within the same
90 second rule, which goes by very quickly when large foam ﬁsh are eluding the hook!
After running all three courses (each team is happily given a few tries at each section) we broke
for lunch, to prepare for Assault and Balloonery. As noted before, Iʼll not say much about Assault
and Balloonery but will mention it was great fun even on a cold and grey day.
Once that event was over the cars all retired back to the car show parking (looking even a bit more
wet after the runs through the course), and while the points were being tallied the valve cover races
were run.
This is an event with a long sloped ramp, from which two converted valve covers with wheels are released simultaneously from the
top of the ramp. The ﬁrst valve cover to cross the ﬁnish line wins
the round. Iʼm not sure which one won, but many creative valve
covers were in evidence from a bat-mobile to a jet, and the event
was great fun to watch.
Then the rafﬂe drawing was held. Having
bought quite a few tickets (again all proceeds
going to Santa Cops) we managed to win a few
things, including a ﬁne hanging brass sculpture
and some CSU hats.

parked next to us.

Finally the results of all events were announced, and ribbons handed out. Our team
managed to place second in Wimbledon, and
even third in Roundabout! Then the car show results
were announced, with winners across all makes and
models of cars present. There is an award for best
club car, and best non-club car, and an overall show
award. Our EB/W MINI managed to place third in the
non-club car show (out of a very small ﬁeld!) and the
overall show winner was a ﬁne Light Blue Triumph

In the end, the event managed to raise nearly $600 for Santa Cops, even
with a low turnout. Hopefully next year the weather will cooperate, and
more people can enjoy the fun - this was a very unique event and fun for
just about anyone to try. So next year we hope to see more MINI5280
members join in the fun!
You can view more pictures online at:
http://www.pbase.com/kgelner/funkhana2004
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Drive report: Frisco BBQ Festival and Keystone Celtic Fest - Saturday, June 26th
by Jonathan Souza
Frisco BBQ Festival and Keystone Celtic Fest - What
could be better in the summer in Colorado than golf,
hiking, biking or the like?
Well, in this case it is BBQ, Beer, and Men in Kilts. A
small but merry band of MINI5280 members met in
Red Rocks Park for what would turn out to be a great
little day ride up to Summit County. Led by club
President (the one with the dirtiest car of them all)
Jonathan Souza, the group set off about 8:31 from the
park to meet Jon and April Lind at The Fort restaurant
in Morrison. A quick pickup there and Westward, Ho!
Hwy 285 westbound was just not as crowded as it could be, so the drive
from Morrison to Pine Jct was plain uneventful, save one county mountie
picking on a station wagon.
We minded our speedometers and never tested the limits. Of course we were
looking forward to the ﬁrst scenic stop at Kenosha Pass for two reasons:
One, the scenery. Two, the chance for a Bio break (read Starbucks download). After a few pleasantries and a really good pic of Sandy and Harley and
Bev and Ed (Sandy has the Mini, Harley drives a Vette) we headed to parts
west. Always the prepared one, Jon Lind announces that he is low on petrol,
and could we please stop soon. Now if you have ever been out that way,
once you get past Bailey, there ainʼt no stoppin, especially in Jefferson these
days since, well, the two pumps that are there were roped off and coned off
and it appeared that the bikers there would get the gas ﬁrst, if there was any,
any way you see it.
So we drove into Fairplay (Jon limped into Fairplay) and save one rather
aggressively large SUV, had an uneventful arrival. (See graphic) After another
short Bio break (read Starbucks again) it
was north thru Alma and strangely, thru
the beginnings of a light rain shower.

Continued on next page
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Up Hoosier pass (do you know where the term Hoosier came from???) and
amazingly, down the other side into the...get this...sleet. I call it sleet because it actually smooshed when it hits the windshields (more than one of
us was looking for shelter) and I donʼt call it hail because, well, hail would
BOUNCE off the cars. Fortunately this stuff smooshed onto the cars and
there was no cause for alarm. I am sure that Ron and Faye (he of the newfound chili red fame, with the GORGEOUS Orciari Aero Kit) had concerns
too but alas, no ﬂashing lights. Into Breckenridge where of course, we got
plenty of stares. (Editorʼs Note: obviously, we all get looks and smiles from
passers-by when in our Minis. But you need to know that in the last month
since I have been driving my new daily driver - a Chrysler 300 Touring in
a light green mint color - and no, it does not have a hemi - I get far more
looks, stares, comments and questions than I ever got in the Mini. Weird.....
this is the car that will remind you of the Green Hornet. No kidding. Go
online to www.greenhornet.com and see for yourself...)
In any case, once we got to Breck a surprise awaited us. And I donʼt mean
the tourists all clutching new T-shirts. A nice Silver/Black S with custom
CO tag ʻCoopr Sʼ on it. Never one not to notice, I pulled over the group,
tagged the car (left a 5280 business card on it) and started to leave. At which
point a young woman came ﬂying down the sidewalk to see what I had done
to her precious. After a little explaining, we have a new member, at least
when she sends in her check. Turns out she lives up there. Wonder how it
does in really deep, deep snow....
In any case, Sean Bancroft and his wife Danielle did not know what to think
of this (Sean did our graphics for the July 16th meeting at SONIC and light
show at DIA) but they were polite enough not to ask. On to Frisco, at which
point we parked (just follow the smell, youʼll know where to go) split up,
bought tickets, got wrist-banded by the consumption police, and set off on
foot to explore the weirdest band of pot-bellied american males you ever
saw. I kid you not. There is no such thing as a skinny BBQ cook. Not
hungry right now? Maybe this will help: BBQ Brisket. BBQ beef. Ribs.
Chicken. Pork Shoulder. Pork Loin. Grilled Corn. Carmel Corn. Elephant
Ears. Sauce as thick as blood. Ice cold beverages of the foamy sort.
Banjo music. Lemonade. And more ribs. Yum.
In spite of the occasionally gloomy weather (it rained off and on)
things were heavenly. Check it out at www.townoffrisco.com. After
a while (and because apparently Jon and April have some Celtic in
them) we hurried off towards Keystone across the Dam road (what
Interstate?). The weather was no different at Keystoneʼs River Run
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area. But note this: The parking lot is endless. You can park within 100 yards of the entrance to River
Run. And you donʼt have to carry skis. There was no fee. You just walk in. The smoke (grilled huge
big turkey legs) and the music (Celtic, remember?) was fetching, even tho I donʼt jig. But we had a
great time, more good food, and of course cold, cold you know whats.
Now the rain made things interesting, because it was steady. Some rather burly, long bearded, kilted
folks did not seem to notice or to mind. But the band (I know, it is not a band, it is a troupe) suffered some slippage on the wet stage so they moved to the pavement. Only to suffer the indignity of
puddles. Oh well, it was lively, eh, and fun lads!!! So after a while we gathered back up and found
that...Jon and April could not tear themselves away. Ha! I knew it all along! This was a party just for
them!!!
So we left them, up the Highway towards A-Basin and the wonderful Loveland Pass. Some of our
group had never driven Loveland before in a MINI. Well, I am glad they had the experience. Letʼs just
say that it does not take long, no matter what. A small crowd at the top left room for pictures and then
back down to alas, the Interstate. Road choices back to Morrison at this point are few, if any. Downhill all the way, we hit Morrison about 3:30 or so and called it a day. And a fun one it was. Please join
us again next year when we do it again, only this time, approaching from the North....
Special thanks to Sean Bancroft for the pictures - see http://www.bancroftsonline.com for more!
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MINI Bits

MINI Flips Lid

Another news article on the impending release of the MINI Cabrio (convertible
to us in the states):
http://www.fortwayne.com/mld/journalgazette/business/9025745.htm

300 HP Mini on the way to Denver

Caption Contest

Dan Weigold submittted this picture from the Air Force Job for the
caption contest - mail entries to
President@mini5280.org.

Looking for high horsepower? Want to see a MINI move like never
before? Well, there will soon be a 300 HP (no, not a misprint) MINI here
in Denver. Want to know more? Watch this space in our August newsletter....we will have a story and pictures for you to enjoy, and the MINI will
in fact join us at an upcoming event. Next week, the MINI is running the
races at the East meets West meet in Rockford, IL but it will be back for
you to enjoy.

MINI2 Charity Ball

In order to give everyone enough time to plan ahead, we thought weʼd bring this to you early (from MINI2):
“MINI2 Charity Ball 2005 is the ﬁrst ofﬁcial MINI2 Birthday Party and Charity Ball, taking place Saturday
February 26th 2005. If this event is a success, not only will we raise money for two good causes, we could see
the start of an annual festival of MINI related fun!
The 2005 charity ball will coincide with the evening of the ever popular “Chilternʼs Run” MINI run event, although you do not have to be participating in the MINI run to attend the MINI2 Charity Ball.”
For more details or to book now, see http://www.mini2charityball.com

Link Of The Month - North American Motoring

Many members of MINI5280 are also already members, but for those that are not, North American Motoring offers some great forums, hints, and other MINI related information. Check it
out at:
http://www.northamericanmotoring.com
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MINI5280 Member Proﬁle - Scott Simms (aka SSimms)

Name

Scott Simms

Hometown
Pueblo, CO

Every month this newsletter will proﬁle a (semi) random
MINI5280 member. To increase your odds of being picked,
just attend a MINI5280 monthly meeting!

Occupation

I work for AIM Investments which is a sister mutual fund to INVESCO Funds. I have been working for AIM/
INVESCO now for 12 years in the Denver Tech Center.
I have been responsible for the past 12 years for all of the voice communications and some of the network communications, wireless, satellite, cellular and paging functions for the mutual fund company.
And for anyone that is interested; we donʼt get tickets to the Broncos, although there is a corporate box but, the
worker bees are only rarely invited to attend with some executives. Also, INVESCO had/has very little to do
with the name of the stadium other than the 20 Million dollars they contribute to Denver Broncos organization
for the right to call the stadium whatever they like. Sorry to those of you who may be angry it still isnʼt called
Mile High Stadium?
I love what I do and enjoy the fact that I am still a “student” when it comes to technology everyday.

MINI Highlights

Chili Red/Chile Red 2003 MINI Cooper
Born October 11, 2002 delivered 12/11/2002

MINI Name

Roll over Red Rover
My children thought that was cute so it just is.

Why a MINI?

I had always wanted a classic Mini in the early years of my marriage. In fact I remember looking at a 1969
Austin Mini the same week my wife and I looked at a 1972 280C with a V8. We purchased a BMW 733i later
that same year.
Anyway the ʼ69 Austin Mini was a neat car but, we thought with children in mind it may not make a great family car. 12 BMWs later and the new MINI has been announced by who else: BMW.
I started dreaming in 1999 of owning a New MINI. It ﬁnally came to pass. I was nowhere near one of the ﬁrst
to order, but, Iʼll bet I had done as much research and investigation as anyone prior to the ﬁrst MINI landing in
the states. I was deeply, deeply enthused and followed the entire BMW/Rover saga from 1996 on.
By the way, I made a great choice, the second time anyway. The MINI is an awesome car and Iʼll bet the ʼ69
would have made a ﬁne family car in its day. The 2003 is great family fun.

Your favorite MINI adventure

The Rallye Glenwood 51st anniversary edition with my wife, Maureen, and children, Kelsey and Harper. The
tour was great fun, working the rallye was a treat for my kids and we had a nice visit to Glenwood and my sister
in Basalt.

Future MINI Plans and Adventures

Rallye Glenwood and any other MINI 5280 events we can attend. By the way, anyone who missed the Cinderella City Drive-In missed a treat. Bridget and David made the event unforgettable and MINI5280 made a great
showing. Seeing 12 MINIs with their hoods up and headlights on to get the show started was a hoot.

